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{;.!:JNMPIRG Charges BanksWiih·lllegalities
V .,.. '11_ ,
By DAN WILLIAMS
.
~ ·~e New Mexico Public Interest Re.search Group

.
'

,,

add·on or discount rates seetn to be lower when
compared to the annual percentage rate, "the
•
· ban:ks "!ftft~sing a misleading and illegal prl:lctice to
' trick the cf, tomer. .
·
HFor ex. mple, a $200.0 loan for 2.4 months. wit.h
,.•• ,~u . l lfir' per . c · t aqd·on interest car.ries an annual
· . percentag rate o. f a.bout ~4.75 per cent, T~e same
$2000 fo 24 months w1th 8 per cent d1scount
JS71tterest c:e•.'ie.s an annual percentage ·rate o. f .17.25
Jler cent," he report read.
,
·
The Fe. era) Tl'uth·in Lending Act (its full title is
the Consupter Crt:Jdit P.rott:Jction Act) was adopted
lf8tiD.V68 a~d contains general rules and equationa for
''mL'aetermination of the annual percentage rate.
Under the methods of interest calculation
"· I>erinittia' by the Act, a borrower would pay
interest only on the outstanding balance of the loan.
However, if the interest is calculated according to
add·on or discount plans, the borrower pays in.terest
on the full amount of the loan in every payment,
first to last,
Schultz said the ban~ were getting away with it
because, "there's no enforcement. I suspect they're.
doing it because it's more profitable," he said.
.
. Schultz said he has contacted the presidents of
each 'bank in violation, the US Comptroller of the
Currency, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. and
the Federal Reserve Board asking for immediate
action on the matter.
He said he has received no response from the banks
·
as yet. , .
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released a report yesterday charging
several Albuquerque banks with violations of the
Fedel'al Tl'uth·in·Lending Act.
·
·
A. recent survey taken by Kcm Schultz, of the
NMPIRG board of directors showed that "63 per
cent of the banks in Albuquerque quoted the costs .
ot credit in a way that would confuse and mislead
consumers' as to the actual costs of borrowing
money."
The survey was taken during the latter part of
July, 1974, to discover if the Albuquerque banks
were complying with the legislation designed to
J'help prevent confusion by requiring the disclosure
of interest in terms of an annual percentage rate in.
. credit transactions. NMPIRG intel'preted the Act as
saying, 44The use of other methods of stating interest,
111ch as the add·on or discount rates, is prohibited
by law."
·
NMPIRG and the Southwest Research and
Information Center (SRIC) surveyed all bank
branches operating in the Albuquerque area for
credit terms for a $2000 new-car loan financed over
thn;!e years. The survey revealed that 34 of the 54
branches surveyed were breaking the law by quoting
add-on or discount rates. 26 of these. branches,
.however, quoted an annual percentage rate in
addition to add-on or discount rates. It was unclear
whether this was a violation of the law.
NMPIRG says it is a violation, .and because the
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Proposed Exam
...Scores Could
·Go On Record
,·

·.~

By DEBORAH JOHNSON
Scores on the proposed senior graduation exams could
become a part of students' permanent records, Robert Weaver,
dean of admissions and records, said after the faculty meeting
Tuesday.
41
ln all likelihood, the results of these tests will remain in the
students' academic folders,u Weaver said.
Although students will not be required to pass the tests, they
should be concerned with the results because future employers
and graduate schools may have access to them, Weaver
explained.
.
.
When asked if studying for this four and half hour exam
would not make it the ultimate in final exams, Weaver said,
"That's one way of looking at it."
In the major area and field sections of the test, Weaver said
that studying would help a student's scores.
"Students may not be inclined to give the test th~ir best
. eflort if it is 1isted in the cata1ogue as the 46th requirement for
graduation," Weaver said.
However, Weaver IBid that the entrance and . credits
committee, which proposed the bill, did not want to require any
certain level of achievement. He said that such a stipulation
could prevent the proposal from passing.
"It's a matter of ~ailing the proposal at this point. If it passes,
the committee willgo back to the drawing board and iron out
thedetailsandloopholes,"Weaversaid..
The purpose or the test is to "indicate the general impact of a
college education, progress toward_ general educational goals,
and/or achievement in a particular field of study, according- to
the committee'• proposat.··
..We don't know what the educational experience .at UNM is
really worth," Weaver said.
.
.
He explained that the resulta of. the teilt would indicate
trouble spots and accomplishment. in UNM's programs.
""However, one danger of this test ia that departments may
ltart teachint to the test, Weaver said.
. . ·
The main intereat the entranee and credits committee hu in
the test if .{eedback in inati'tutional accomplisments Howe\'er,
• Weaver laid that the teat 1e0res could be used to counael
atudenta in their weak aru1.
For that rea10n, Weaver said he would oppoae any propoaal
that would allow students to take the test anonymously.
· Weaver aid that ASUNM ilsup.,O.ed tO appoint two student
repreaentativf!s ·to the entranee and credits committee. However,
Weaver said ·that despite numerous requests for such
representation, no i~Udents have been appointed tc:J the
committeeyetthisyeat.
·. 'Dle question of examaftor graduating seniors will be on _the
agenda for the faculty 8814!mbly in November. It was discu&sed
at the ~tQbet meeting; but a quorum was lost before a vote was
taken.
• , • .
, ,
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By GEORGE JOHNSON
trust accounts," Perovich said. He explained that
'Ibe University of New Mexico owns 800
UNM acts as custodian Cor money given. to the
shares of McDonalds hamburgers, 250 of .IBM
university. The university can invest the money
·
·
R. 1M.
•
d.
d th
ds
t f. h' h
and 2000 of the Atlantic ich,Ield Corporation.
an spen
e procee , mos o w 1c go to
Over one million dollars in trust funds are
scholarship funds.
invest4!d in common stocks-and the income
Perovich said that the university also receiv~s
from the investments goes mostly toward
over $12 miUion a year from state lands held in
scholarship funds.
trust for UNM,
"We have $2.3 million in trust accounts," Vic_e "
University ge~eral funds are invested mostly in
President for Business and Finance John Perovich
treasury bills, notes and government programs
said,_ uand. $1.2 million is invested in common
such as· the Federal Home Loan Bank. Very little
stocks and short term investments. The.rest is in
is in stooks, Perovich said.
'
land and certificates of deposit."
Scholarship trust accounts are also invested in
Perovich said the land consisted of houses
·the Bank of America, American Cyanamid,
north of the administration buildin~ and two
Polaroid,. Procter and. Gamble, GT&E (a division
l!o.
·buildings across Centralfrom the university.
of ITT), Pacific Power and Light and 19 other
, :•TJte.on,ly money w.e ))ave c:1ise.retion over are • • . • -corporations..
",.
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Regent Favors Heady's Jr. College Plan

,

normal the univ~rsity should be equipped to handle
it. And we should be able to do it on our own
campus.
"For example, suppose we have an !IPPiicant with
a 15 composite who wants to be a doctor. If we put
him immediately into"' inorganic chemistry, biology
and math we,l have a dropout in six weeks:
"We won't have done a darn thing for that
student."
·
Hom said UNM has a freshman dropout rate of
28 percent .and an 8 percent dropout rate in the
non-credit college enrichment program for
ill-equipped students.
"'l'he university itself ought to provide an
answer," Hom said. "And it would be much cheaper
to have it on campus."
·
Horn said that possibilities weren't limited to an
actual junior college, but could consist of a change
.. in the present university college structure.

By GEORGE JOHNSON•
Regents President Calvin Horn said be is in favor
of raising UNM's admission standards and
establishing a VNM·based program for taking care of
students who can't meet the stricter requirements.
lp an interview with the LOBO. Hom said he is "In
favor of some type of junior college or an enlarged
mission for the present university college to take
care of students not fully equipped for college,"
He aaid that rather than establish a separate
junior coJJege the program should )le included on
the UNM campus.
"I realize that ACT scores are a red flag to some
people now," 1'1om said. "But studies have shown
that an ACT composite of 20 is needed to succeed
in college,
"We have students at UNM with composites as
low as 12.
"If a prospective student has a score below

Middle

Clas~

I~

"The details and nomenclature aren't important,"
Hom· said. "They can be worked out later, But we
need a new program and we ought to provide it."
The question of coupling tighter admission
standards with a junior college program was raised
last week by UNM President Ferrel Heady.
HeadY said that because of a leveJ.off in
enrollments and declining funds UNM should
redirect its educational goals.
He cited a drop in ACT scores among UNM
students and increasing grade point averages,
The university can't be a catch-all, Heady said,
but we can't tighten standards without providing a
program for students who can't meet the new
requirements.
·
He noted that "many Bernalillo county
graduates" would be excluded under a new
admissions plan.

~~
~

~
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· 8y ANNABELTI8ERI
s>lme time an instructional tool,he
In the upcoming season, said.
KNME·TV plans to televise
Most of the programming seen
programs which will attract a on KNME is geared not only to
'greater share of its potential Albuquerque but toatleast80%of
audience of 300,000 statewide the state. KNME has a. potential
viewers.
,
audience of 300,000. Usually the
KNME·TV, the instructional programs produced are scheduled a
public station, is currently year in advance, However,
providing many programs that "specials" will be presented if
directly concern only the something comes up that reflects
Albuquerque viewing public and the state, Molina said;
UNM, but an expansion of interests
Plans for the future include the
is in the making.
possibility of covering the state
The station is also thinking legis( ature during the entire
about bringing UNM students in session, KNME is currently
for· internship and work·study working with the League of
programs, a move they have Women Voters to make this
resisted for several years.
.
program work and be interesting.
Even though, "we're not Jookmg
for controversial programs for the \ Along with the possibility of
sake of controversy," Public covering the State Legislature,
Affairs director, Carlos Molina K NME will also cover the
said, "we do try to provide more AI buquerque City Council on
community affairs oriented November 4 and 18,and December
programs, emphasizing specific 2 and 16, all at 7:30p.m. These will
community needs." The emphasis be gavel to gavel presentations.
is specific public affairs while at the
K NME will also cover the
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Fiesta Gets $2500
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'l'he immediate future looks
evenworsemoney·wise.Thisyear'
a $15,000-income fumily
expected to be able to contribute

READ THE CLASSifiEDS
_j~~!!~~~~~~~-!~~~~~~J~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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$1200 towards expenses for a
child in college. By next Yfil81',
they will only be able to afford a
projected figure of $600-"a
1·ather drastic drop," stated
Sheehan.
Student Aids would have to
make up the difference.
He said they will have to
reshuffle their various aid
programs-borrowing here and·
there-to meet this greater student
need.

you're welcome..
21ili-69B9
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By ORLANDO R. MEDINA
In an unusually quiet meeting
Wednesday night the ASUNM
senate appropriated over $4500 to
four organizations.
The largest allocation of $2500
went to the Fiesta Committee for
administrative supplies, publicity,
traveling expenses· for the
entertainment groups and
maintenance costs.
· The ABA Gallery received over
$1000 from a bill which was
tabled in the Finance Committee
for two weeks. The committee
was attempting to get assurance
from director Susan Brown that
the gallery would pursue and
obtain qutside funding.
Money was appropriated to the
Kiva Club to attend the National
• Indian Conference in Tuscon,
Arizona, and the senate allocated
about $87 to send representatives
to the Associated Students of
New.. Mexico ASNM Conference in
Las Cruces.
The ASN'M organization is
made up of student governments
from all the state·wide universities
~d colleges.

141"'1 ..... ..-...~ ...........................,............... ~ .............................. ~~·~---...,.. .........
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New Mexico

A UNM student bitten by a dog
on campus Wednesday evening
must undergo a series of rabies
lhotl If the animal is not found
'within ten days.
Earl Shurgarman said he was
talking to another student in
MeteoroloiY 103 in the Physics
Lecture Hall when her dog
IUddenly lunged, biting his thigh.
He said he did not realize the skin
had been broken until that night.
Besides the German Shepherd,
the female student had a black
Labrador retreiver-both dop
were leashed. Shurgarman llllid the
dOJII had been mapping at other
pe111011a walkinf by.
'Die name o the dop' owner a
unknown, and if lhe and the clop
are not located Shurprman will
have to begin treatment for rabies
next Friday. Penon• with any
information about the ·incident
lhould eontact the Campus Police.
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Box 20, University P.O., UNM
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
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The New Mexleo Daily Lobo II publlahed Monday throqh Friday ..ery
regular week of the UnlvenllJ year
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the Unlvereity
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the views of the Univenib' of New
Mexico.
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DO YOU NEED
CASH?
Earn $1 5 a week
Donate twice weekly

BLOOD
PLASMA

KNME To Aim For Statewide Viewers

~

and "the money usually ran out
before we got to them."
Now, Student Aids has
realized that because a family has
an annual income of $15,000, it
does not necessarily mean the
family has enough money to
support the son or daughter in
college,
·
"Many parents honestly believe
they have enough for their
children's education," said
Sheehan. "They realized at the last
minute they don •t have enough,
and telephone me saying, 'My god,
wliat am I going to do?' "

~

....
....

]

By RICHARD BOWMAN
An unprecendented number of
UNM students coming from
middle·income families have
applied for grants, scholarshiJ)S
and loans this year because
parents are np longer able to meet
the financial burden, Student Aids
Director Jack Sheehan said.
There has been a rise of about
30 per cent over last year in the
number of these students
requesting help and Student Aids
said the mrun cause is infaltion. '
Before, a student coming from
a: home with a family income of
$15,000, had litUe chance getting
much financial assistance from
student. Aids, because said
Sheehan, we believed their parents
were able to h~lp them financially

~

Work-Study Talked
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Aids Requests Up

t!
01

S'UBS'CRIPTION RfiT€S'
· A Semester $5.00
Suinmer Session $3.00

FULL V€fiR
...___,sto.oo

(includes sum mer session)

County Commission meetings on
October 15, November 19, and
·April 7, all at 7:30p.m. The April 7
meeting will be the new County
Commissioners.
The audience of KNME·TV is
varied and large.
"In fact, the presence of
Channel 5 in the community is
being noticed by the interest the ·
city papers are taking in KNME's
programmin~ in such places as the
daily TV Log," Molina said.
KNME tries to ''serve the

community the best that we can
within the budget," Molina said,
"and also serve the Albuquerque
Public Schools and UNM." KNME
currently has an obligation to both
the community and to APS.
·
Channel 5 locally produces five
programs a day, These programs
range from instructional programs
for APS, programs for UNM, to
general public affairs programs. On
an exceptional day, Channel 5

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

Vets Ask
Student
Input

The Board of Educational
Finance has appropriated
$198,000 toward inproving
campus movility for handicapped
students at UNM, and the Student
Veterans Association would like
suggestions on how those funds
could be best spent.
They want feedback from
In other business Joel White, disabled veterans and other
chairperson of the Public handicapped students on what
Relations Committee informed improvements students feel
the senate of ASUNM Day to be should be made. The information
held on Oct. 23.
will be forwarded to the university
· ASUNM Day will consist of an architect. Deadline for final
open forum for students to see approval is Oct. 15.
how ASUNM spends their twelve
Specific suggestions are needed
dollar activity and what portion on where additional curb·cuts
of that fee goes to student could be, where wheelchair ramps
·organizations.
need to be installed, where
Also on the agenda for ASUNM elevators should be located, if more
Day will be an afternoon senate disabled student parking space is
meeting with access to student needed, etc.
A 11 ideas from handicapped
body officers and committee
heads and ·records for student stu-dents and other interested
persons, are welcomed. The
questions.
The senate decided to send Phil Student .Veterans Association is in
2009 Mesa V~sta North;277·5727.
(continued on page 6)
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PUT TH€ CfiMPUS'
IN YOUR MfiiLBOX
UNM Box20
University of New Mexico .
Albuquerque. New Mexico 87131
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come to
Marron Hall 131

Durable, soft sole comfort from
Cover Girl for 19.95. Great casual
looks with soft crepe soles for
lon!f•wearability and comfort.
Easy on your feet-and your
wallet! N 7 to 10 for· M 5 to 10,
choose (top) "Fox" natural
oxford,-center seamed smooth
leather, in camel, or (bottom)
"Koala" oxfdrd, sand su ..de
upper.
Women's Shoes

DONOR CENTtR
8amto5pm
Tuesday-Saturday

DOCTOR IN
RESIDENCE

·842-6991
400 San Felipe N.W.

D

Albuquerque
1307 Central NE
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could produce as many as seven
programs in their one studio,
Another big series of programs
by KNME is the Government in
process series. These show the
audience in geneml, how the city,
county and state governments
work.
During this election year, there
will be election special for the
governor candidates and the
congressional candidates.
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Editor:
I arn shocked and thoroughly
disgusted by the recent events in
Boston over the bussing issue, and
in particular the chasing and

Editorial Board

I

F .I ltd!. .

l!

es
.g

.

I

beating of one black man by 600
people. I am more shocked by the
lack of public furor over the
incident. Can people be so
calloused and apathetic that they

Unsigned editorials represent a majority opinion of the Dally Lobo Staff,
All other columrts, cal'l.oons and letters
represent the opinion of the author
and do not necessarily reOect the views
of the staff,

t::ditor
Michael Minturn
Managing Editor
Scott Eaton
News Editor
George Johnson

Scurvy, muzzfe loading cannons and the Barbary
pirates are no longer in existence, but the Navy is
,.. still sailing ·strong on the UNM campus, as was
shown by the .199th anniversary celebration of the
0 Navy's foundation by the school's NROTC unit,
The unit (Naval Reserve Officer Training Corps)
,.;;!
boasts some 250 stout-hearted tars, including
:>. midshipmen and enlisted nursing personnel, and
~ they turned out in force . to celebrate a proud
.., heritage which includes such luminaries as John Paul
g Jones, Issac Hull, dhester Nimitz and Oliver Perry. ·
'iil
After a brief introductory speech by NR!)TC
~ commander Colonel James R. O'Mara, the gobs
il: gobbled a variety of foods, but sad to say, the grog
~
ration has gone the way of keelhauling. Only punch
was served atthe party.
Iff
Indeed, the only likely candidates for flogging
t were the members of the LOBO staff, who hurled
If themselves at the free food with a fury that would
have impressed J\dmiral Farragut.
~

...

BY NICHOLAS VON HOFFMAN
WASHINGTON (KFS)-Whoever it was who $lit on John Ehrlichman, as that
once powerful man was going into the courthouse for his trial, did us a favor. He
provided us with the occasion to ask ourselves what we think we are doing by
prosecuting Ehrlich man and his four fellow defendants,
·
We can say we're serving the ends of justice, but there is a vile aroma about
these proceedings, a smell not unlike the one that was around the Federal court
building where Judge Julius Hoffman was attempting his judicial lynching of the
"Chicago Seven." Flare you'i" nostrils and you'll get a whiff of the Berrigan and
Ellsberg trials. We seem to be doing to Mitchell, Ehrlichman, Haldeman and the
other two what we accused them of doing not so very long ago,
They're being made to stand trial in Washington, the city that is most inflamed
against them. And, in John Sirica, we're allowing them to be judged by the one
man on the Federal bench who, given the part he has.played this whole affair,
must believe they're guilty as sin. This is not to say that Mr. Sirica didn't do some
good and fine things, but hi& time is past.
We're charging these five men with violating the conspiracy statue. This was the
very device that they used again to prosecute their political enemies.
Open End for Hearsay
Under the con$)iracy Jaw there is no end of .hearsay junk that can be admitted
in evidence. It allows a jury to find one man guilty on the basis of an act
committed by another. The law is an invitation to the bizarre perversion of justice
in which a defendant can be acquitted of attempting to rob a bank but convicted
of con$)iring to do so.
It is hard to believe it has any place in ordinary criminal prosecutions, but Its
use in cases with political overtones is frightening. Ehrlichman and company have
no chance for a fair trial. President Ford would have served us better had be
pardoned these five along with Mr. Nixon.
One part of wisdom is to recognize when you can't do something. The nature
of· the crimes the five men are accused of is so inextricably bound up with
noncriminal, ,JWI;.tical offenses there is no way we can separate the two. This is a
case that. can,!r-'4Je equitably adjudicated, so what we must do is either lynch
them or let them go,
Not that letting them go would save them from punishment. Look at the
ghoulish performance of media, politicians and part of the public in regard to Mr.
Nixon. The camera crew stakeouts at the hospital, the indig!'ant editorializing, the
righteous posturing and the pursuing of a person who no longer has the power to
help or hurt anyone. Stoning Richard Nixon to death will not expiate our folly in
having twice elected him; it will confirm it,
Belated 'Bravery'
The 535 Forgettables who make up the membership of Congress have turned
themselves into a metaphorical mob over their debates about how many maids
and butlers invalided, old man of San Clemente is to be permitted. Ten, five,
two or none; his staff is slashed with dubious courage by the same legislators who
wer; warned for years that the Nixon White House' entourage had grown to a
point where it nat only offended the sumptuary standards of a Republic but the
health of our political processes. In that period, however, our Congressional
heroes were too chicken to lop off one Presidential limousine from the budget.
Now in a time of economic crisis which will shortly become excruciating, they
spend their days pulling wings off flies. Whether or not discussing the salary of
Richard Nixon's cha1,1ffeur is the only public issue they have brains to
comprehend, the exercise is as ignoble as it is frivolous against a national
backdrop of apprehension about what is to become of us.
Perhaps thinking up new ways to bedevil a harmless political has·been is to
distract us from noticing their inability to challenge clear and present-day
menaces like Nelson Rockefeller. What they tell us, with an obliging obligato from
the ordained moralists of the media, is that they occupy themselves in these
activities to see justice is done and that a historial record of these sad days is
presented. Their ideas of justice dovetail too smoothly with their political interest in
turning us from citizens into a disorderly crowd. And as for tl1eir talk against
pardons and in favor of trials so that future generations can read about Watergate,
it's not our job to write history, but to make it.
To punish Richard Nixon or his associates any further demands our becoming
like them. Let's pick on another l!x·President. What about giving it to Chester A.
Arthur? There's a guy who's really gotten away with it for years,

Navy Celebrates 199th

:i...

We're Becoming
·As Ignoble As
The Defendants

Tile UNM Student Veteran's
Assooiation will be holding its annual
elections today at 3:30 p.~. in room
250E of the SUB. THIS IS A VE~ Y
IMPORTANT meeting and ;til members
O'Mara said that the first NROTC unit on ~ampus ·are urged to attend,

was commissioned in 1942, with 42 students
enrolled under Capt. J. B. Will. Enrollment has
varied over the years, but ROTC no longer faces the
problems it had during UNM's militant phase in the
60's.
"We don't }lave any trouble," ·said O'Mara.
"There has not been one single incident since I came
to UNM. Thl) University treats us nicely,"
RO'l;'C students receive books, fuition, fees, and
uniforms free and $100 per month in pay while at
UNM. O'Mara felt that most ROTCstendentsentered
the program for "travel and adventure, It also offers a
·very good opportunity to get an educatioo, and serve
the country, "he said,
The unit also has one female member, Gail
Ulrich, the first woman to join UNM NRO'l'C. She
said that when she first joined the unit, "the men
were singling me out for special attention, but now,
I'm. treated just like a"nyone else."

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau
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Letters

Jigg's Pool Room

Work Study Students Lack Clout
Editor:
· loads of library books for 1.90 an hour
Behind the daily activity of campus is not as soft as sitting in your office
life stand a group of working studel)ls while your secretary does your work
who .have no voice in the for you.
administration of this university. We
As working students we have a
are workstudy and part·time students greater interest in the efficiency and
who lead dual lives. The working half quality of university services we suffer
of our lives is controlled even more when the library staff is undermanned
arbitrarily by the Regents and and underpaid, as do all students. We
bureaucrats than our student half is. don't enjoy eating from dirtY plates
While doing indispensible labor on with dirty silverware. The university
campus we are paid a taken wage. We officials are concerned more with
are told that our "soft" jabs are really cheap labor than on providing $tudents
"gifts" for needy students. This with well run institutions.
touching idea has little truth ·to it. We
Student Workers need an
work because we enjoy eating food as organization to protect our special
well as going to school. And shelving interests. A democratic Union would

ensure campus jobs for students with
reasonable wages. The financial
problems that are involved are serious,
however, even though they rarely
hinder the construction of new
buildings. By applying needed pressure
from below we can make sure that we
will have adequate funds to hire mare
staff at better wages,
If you are interested In building a
democratic student-worker
organization, contact Michael Hersh
{765·5765) after 5:00. It is only by
organizing as adults that they will stop
treating us like children.
Michael Hersh

Student Study· Syndrome Questioned
Editor:
There are two things about which
manypeopledoagree.
1. They are dissatisfied with the
quality and effectiveness of public
education.
2. A student must study in order to
learn.
Educators, students and parents
agree that the teaching techniques fall
far short of educating young petiple
adequately. Too many high school
graduates cannot "speak or write or
retain' and -apply knowledge as well as
they should.
The "most frequent reason given for
Student failure to learn is thjlt he did
not study or did not study well
enough.
But does the student know how to
study? Has the student learned how to
study? When and where was he trained
and educated in how to really study
effectively so he can really study and
learn.
The student is not educated and
trained in how to study because, in
public education, the subject ''study"

does not even exist.

Bussing Issuer
cannot see the incredible
inhumanity in it? Is it because
people everywhere would be
capable of the same act? Dissent is
one thing. 'However people feel on
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There are no formal courses in the
subject "study" given to the students.
Teachers are not certified and
accredited to present formal courses in
the subject "study." And the subject
"study" does not appear on any
student report card.
Public Education is still based on the
ancien.t false contention that, teachers
teach students. The truth is that no
teacher ever teaches any student
anything. When a student learns
something, it is becuase he learned it.
There is no teaching process. There can
only be a learning process and knowing
how to' study effectively is the basic
and vital thing a student needs so he
can study,learn, and be educated.
. The absence of the subject "study"
from public school curricula would be
hilariously ridiculous if the results of
it's omission were notto tragic.
The system demands that the;
student study without providing him
with the knowledge and training in
how to really study successfully.
A student is placed in a class roam,
given data to learn, and then by some
miraculous magic he is supposed to be

u:

·
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the bussing issue is
irrelevant-there are channels
•
bureaucratic and civil, for
expressing dissent, Can every day
concerns «_:onsume people to the

automatically able to study and learn.
Actually, because of this vacuum in
the edication, each student founders
and fumbles around trying to create,
but himself, some kind of study
technique.
Not knowing how to study and
rapidly learn creates frustration and
hoPe I essness. It also destroys
motivation in the student because he
loses and does not win. Because he is
forced to continue to strive, he
continues to lose until his losses far
outnumber his wins: Thus he becomes
even more despondent and is inclined
to give up and drop out. In order for
the student to consistently win, he
must be able to study effectively.
When will public education
educate and train students in the
subject "study?" And when will the
educators be trained and educated in
the subject "study?" And when will
the subJect "study" be a -formal subject
in public education curricula?
This writer will respond· to
il•terested readers who provitle a
~elf·addressed stamped return
envelope,
conrad w. Roesthke
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There will be a National Chicano
Health Organization meeting Mon.,
Oct. 14 at 7 p.m. at Chicano Studies.
There will be a general meeting of
Juniper in Rm. 250-C of the SUB
Mon., Oct. 14 at 8 p.m. All Interested
persons please attend,
"Glad Rags" wiD play at the Great

E9cllpe Coffee House located in R. 129

or the SUB, on Fri. and Sat. from 7-12
'p,m. Admission Is 25c. Surprise
cntcrtain!"ent Sat. at 10 p.m.

The Orthodox Baha'i Club wUI bald
a fireside Mon. at 8 p.m., Apt. 17,
married students housing, Lomas at
Yale.
A udltlons for the Great Escape
Coffee House will be held Mon., 709
p,m. in Rm, 129 or the SUB,
Musicians, entertainers of all kinds,

poets and audiences arc welcome. Call
298·9977 for more info.

VVAW/WSO will meet Mon. at 9
p.m. upstairs in the SUB. Open to
non ..veterans.

There will be picket lines at local
grocery stores this afternoon and
tomorrow rooming, Cars will be leaving
Chicano Studies Friday at 4 p.m. and
Saturday at 10:30 a.m.
The PE Dept. is offereing an
intcnncdiatc tennis class beginning
Oct. 21. The class will meet M·t' flom
8:30-9:20 for eight weeks sign up in
Bandelier East.
Laura Chester and Geof Young will
appear Monday at 8 p,m, in the Kiva as
part of the poetry reading series.
tcDomains
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Food served exclusively from Casa Luna

Bob and Marlene McCraken, authors
of R.I.O.T., will speak tomorrow from
9·12 a.m. in the Anthra Lecture Hall

AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

i
i

Pool tables-Air Hockey
Fooz Ball-Pin Ball

'I'he UNM Students Vets Assoo. will

POPEJOY HALL

'

The NM Rape Crisis Center can
receive donations through the
University Fund If specifically
designated by the donor. CaD
277·3393 for more info.
Applications are being accepted for
residence bOll advisors for the spring.
Qualifications are that the student
attained junior standing and has a
minimum 2.5 GPA. Advisors receive
room, board and $35 a month,
Deadline for applying is Oct. 31, and
:~~~~~m~aydesk
be picked
at each
~
or theupJ)ean
of

20041/2 Central SE

be holding its annual elections today.

. --- -

i

instruction.

Growth In a

...._........,........................................................................,...._.......................

'

language experience approach to

r~ading

No-Growth Society" wlU be the topic
of a philosophy colloquim today at
3:30 p,m, in Room 5:15 of the
Humanities Bldg.

'"

extent that an individual can
ignore this gross act of crueiW?
Does anyone else care? I am
overwhelmed!
Karen Patton

Staff

Joe Skeen and Jerry Apodaca,
candidates for governor, will be at
UNM Monday. Apodaca will talk
in Woodward Hall at 9:30 a.m.
and Skeen will talk at 10:30

f·

Becoming a physician is a tremendous
satisfaction.
Let us give _you the job satisfaction
that should go with it.

Whether you're still in medical school ~ith the theA.irForced~snot.He~shisoffic~cstab!ished
rigors of three to five years of graduate medt<::al edu- for hun. Suppltes and eqmpment readtly available..
cation still to be faced, or arc already a practicing He has many options available to him ~hen !£eating
physician, it's our opinion that the Air Force can patients. Far example, hecanconsultwtth A.trForce
offer both professional and personal satisfaction specialists. lie also has referral to other Arr Force
hard to duplicate in civilian life.
·
facilities via aero!"edi<;al evacuation. La~t, but !'ot
An overstatement? Not if you consider the least, are the sansfacttons that come wuh havmg
specifics.
the opportunity far regular follow-ups, and a missed
Take the problem of graduate medical cduca· appointmentratelhatispracticallyniJ.
tion.lt's a period of your life the Air Forcecanma~e
Whether you ar!' alr.,ady.a phystctatt,, or Soo'! to
considerably easier with comfortable sa lacy and hv· become one, you mtg~t find 11 extremely mterest!ng
ing conditions.
to find out what the Atr Force has to offer. We thtnk
Creature comforts aside, the Air Force offers itcouldbcarealeye-opener.lfyou'llmailinthecouprofessianal advantages. Besides receiving training pan, we'd be happy to send you detailed inf6nnation.
in your owrt specialty, you'd be in contact with
physicians in all of the medical specialties. You'll . - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
function in an environment which is intellectually
~.l!tn:.i•.S!"'""'";';.,
· C.CM-1 04
stimulating and professionally challenging.
Peotio,JL616t•
• Not all physicians pursue post residency fellow·
Please •_end one information on •h• Air Force Physician Proships. But if you are interested, the Air Force con..
gr.am. J understand there is na-obligation,
ducts them both in·house and at civilian institutions.
The physician already in practice can look for- I Name
..,.,,. • .,,.,
·
Sex (M)_(F)_.I
ward to other things. I( you want training in the
Addr•"--------------practice of the medicine of the future, you'll find it
Cio
in the Air Force. For example, there's emphasis on
group medicine and preventive medicine, and the
Slate
;p
. Phone
growing specialtY of "family physician." Whatever
your interest, there are few ·specialties which are nat
So<. Sec. I · ·
· Date of Birth
being practiced in toda)"s Air Force.
Health
Care
at its best
'the physician starting his practice in civilian
. life has to take into account the C<ISt of setting up an L
Force
_)
office, The physician commencing his practice in .
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Doncers Dozzling, But Duck-like
By CATHY WANEK
Spectacle was the order of the
evening Wednesday as the Popejoy
Hall Cultural Program brought to
Albuquerque the Soviet Georgian
Dancers and the 'rbilisi
Polyphonic Choir.

Children"-in English, a courteous
tribute to their audience.
Novel and impressive as the
Gt'lorgians' technique was, the
program lacked variety. Masters of
fancy leg work, the show
appeared to be merely variations
on this strength. The music often
The dazzling, colorful costumes' built up to a climax while the
brought appreciative murmurs dancers only stomped lounder,
from the standing-room·only
Even their alternation with the
crowd, while the rhythmic music choir couldn't inject the necessary
elicited spontaneous clapping to divl!rsity: the women's style was
the beat. With classic symmetry especially limited. And' an
the male dancers leaped, kicked
and whirled about the stage. The
women, even .at their wildest,
remained composed and graceful;
only their floor-length skirts
rustled to reveal they were moving
their feet.

amazing amount of time the
whole company danced. in long
horizontal lines. It strongly
reminded me of· (forgive me!)
ducks in a shooting gallery, sliding
across the stage.
Repetition is the nature of folk
dance, however, and as a chronicle
of a culture the dances were
inspiring. So ·for a time
Wednesday night we were all
transported into our fantasies of
dashing cossacks and mysterious,
veiled women.

_) •ASUNM PEC & I<MYR PRESENT •

~

Especially exciting was the
frenzied sabre dance in which
sparks literally lit the stage as
sword struck sword.
The Tbilisi Choir with their
deep Russian voices established a
more solemn mood, Powerful yet
controlled, they seldom faltered
in the harmonies. At one time
sounding like. a barbershop
quartet, their selections ranged
from the "Song of the Volga
Boatmen" to "All God's

The Soviet Georgian Dancers Perform

Poetry Reading

Records In Review

Geof Young and Laura Chester
will give a poetry reading this
coming Monday at 8 p.m. in the
Kiva.
Geof worked as a TA in the
English Dept. a few years ago.
Laura contributed to the Best
Friends Collective and co-edited,
with Sharon Barba, the anthology
of feminist poetry Rising· Tides,
Some of their books include Solid
0 bjects (Geof); Tiny Tall1
(Laura); and The All Night Salt
Licl1, a combined effort.
Presently, they are editors of the
poetry magazine, Stooge.
This is the first reading of the
semester for the ASUNM·GSA
Poetry Series and as usual, it is
free and open to the public.

"Average White Band"
(Atlantic/SD·7308)

.

• *•

By LARRY MERZ
Average White Band is a
Scottish group that sounds a Jot
like a black American soul band.
In fact, a few members of the
AWB have worked with black
recording artists in England.
Lead singer Alan Gorrie has a
strong vocal range, the rest of the
group's music seemingly revolves
around it. The guitar work by
Onnie Mcintyre . is adequate but
not quite satisfying. The horn
section arranged by Roger Ball is
outstanding on "Pick Up The
Pieces," although on 'the other
cuts the horns simply fade into
the background music. All the
songs are original material, but
only a few come across with any
type of dynamic soul
effectiveness.
All in all, this AWB album is
approp~iate ~o hear when doing
sometlung hmc consuming like
cooking, particularly if your
stereo is in the next room.

"Merle Haggard and the Strangers
Present His 30th Album"
Merle Haggard
(Capitoi/ST-11331)

• * ..

about it fits. "Travelin' " is this
kind of song, comfortable and
reminiscent of some lesser known
Wills recordings. Of course, if Hag
hadn't been singing the harmony
on that song, it wouldn't have
worked half as well,
"Old Man From The
Mountain" is song one on side one
and was the single from this
album. It's a good song, and I
would probably be more
enthusiastic about it if the radio
hadn't played it into the ground.
"Things Aren't Funny Anymore"
and ."The Seashores Of Old
Mexico" both suffer from lack of
the Strangers. They must be in
there somewhere, but the
Strangers are submerged in
over-production on these two
numbers.
The rest of the songs on the
album are someplace between
very good and great. "Holding
Things Together" is truly a gem,
and "King Without A Queen" is a
pip and a half.
Mr. ltoy Nichols' guitar on
"Honky Tonk NightTime Man" is
superb. It is so fast and clean, and
the tone is so much like jazz steel
guitar, that if you listen to it long
enough, your ear might fall off.
The more that J1oy Nichols and
steel-picker Norm Hamlet are
permitted to come ·through o11
Merle's records, the better they
are. Now that the Strangers are
equipped with an electric
mandolinist, 1 hope Merle will use
his services more often.
Merle has no reason to be
ashamed of his 30th album or
most of the other 29. With a few
exceptio11s, Haggard Albums are
ai)VaYS a treat. Jus~ wait till his
50th.

By JOHN FELDMAN
September was Merle Haggard
Month. The "highligl1t" of Hag
month was the release of his 30th
Capitol L.P. aptly tihled Merle
Haggard and hisS trangers Presents
his 30th Album.
Hag needn't feel ashamed of
(continued from page 3)
this effort even though the best
song on the album was not Shamas,. former member of the
written by him, not did it feature Elections Committee and
him on the lead vocals. That song, presently up for the chairmanship
"Travelin' ", was penned by of that committee, back to the
electric mandolinist from Bob Presidential Appointments
. Wills days, Tiny Moore, and Committee.
Shamas had received a "no
Ronnie ·Reno. Reno is Merle's
rhythm guitarist and .he is the one reccommendation" from the
Presidential Appointments
singing the lead in "Travelin '."
Once in a long while a song Committee and was not· at the
comes along, whose treatment senate meeting to answer
seems perfect, and every thing questions from the senate body.
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~Rain Shortens Tucker

Arizona State finished with · A downpour at about .5:30
One group of men w~re
B three men amon~ the top four and brought the women in off the stranded in the rain but later

j

c!!tbewomen's~cbonwasca~celled
0 because of ram, yeste!~ay m the

,s; second round competition of th,e
,S Tucker Gold Tourney lln UNM s
:-,south course.

1
~
8

00ktnbtrftst
Where: Albuquerque/Convention Center
When: Saturday, October 12, 6 pm to 1 am
How Much: $3.00/Bring your own Bierstein

ilter, iJrutwurst/<&trmun iJanb/1!ieberlynsen/1111ltN
Sponsored by Edelweiss-German American Club
Club/Benefits for scholarships
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course, cancelling entirely,
Thursday's round. None of the
women had finished and the
tournament will now be 36 of the
scheduled 54 holes.
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! SJSVs. UNM
By DEL JONES
It's going to be an ail· show at University Stadium Saturday
when the nations top ranked passing quarterback, Steve Myer of
UNM goes against the 7th ranked passer, Craig Kimball of San Jose
State. Game time is 7:30 witl1 a large homecoming cr.owd
expected.
Myer, still ranked first nationally with 18.2 completions per
game, hit 20 of 39 in last weeks 7-3 road Joss to Iowa State. He's ·
also 6th In total offense with 205.3 yards per game.
Kimball has a 14.6 completion mark and is ranked 7th so fat this
year after finishing sixth as a junior last season. He is ninth in total
offense and has hit 73 of 155 passes for 946 yards and eight
touchdowns this year in five games.
Kimball's favorite receiver is split end Ike McBee who is 15th
nationally in pass catching and holds severlll SJS records,
The Spartans are 3-1-1 this year with wins over Santa Clara,
Fresno State and Long Beach State, and a tie with Stanford. Their
only loss was to California 17-16 in a game that almost went the
other way.
The Lobos are 1·2-1 after last weeks loss, despite winning the
statistics. They have also lost to Arizona, tied Texas Tech and
beaten Colorado State.
"As a team the Spartans are as good as anyone we've met this
year," said Harold Queisser, scout for UNM.
Last year the Lobos were defeated by SJS 15-0 in California.
Kimball,was impressive in that contest, completing 15 of 23 passes
for 190 yards and one touchdown. The touchdown toss went 34
yards to McBee. The Lobos picked up 274 yards but were unable
to score.
In the 11 game series dating back to 1954, SJS leads 7-3-1. The
Loboslast won 48-25 in 1970 at University Stadium.
"We've got to win this game," said coach Bill Mondt. "It's very
difficult for a team which pla;rs with alot of emotion to Jose
because it hurts so bad that the next time they may hold back on
emotion."
The Spartans have alot of experience this year against the pass
and Queisser said the defensive secondary is super. The Lobos may
need the ground game more than ever this week.
''Their defense returns 10 of 11 staders from last year," said
Queisser. "Louis Wright is a good comer back and "there is a chance
he will be a first round pick in the pro draft."
The Lobos will be warming up for two consecutivc'WAC games
on the road. They play Wyoming next week Md then travel to
Tempe to meet defending co-WAC champ Arizona State.

Parents and Students

COME TO THE HOMECOMING

-

finished to make their
competition official with 36 more
holes still scheduled.
Arizona State easily leads the
team competition, 11 strokes up
on second place San Jose State
and 14 strokes up on third place
UNM.

• • •

An everchanging gallery of clothing, books,
tapestries, .leather and surprises from Latin
America,
p~,

9He.

Dietz Farm Plaza
4022

ZA.LES
JEWEL EllS

Lee Carter had rounds of 76
and 73 to put him 8 strokes
behind Tucker Tourney leader
John Adams.

If • CaH•• Hause 7-tZpm

Glad Rags
Good Times Music
Daved Levine- Willy Palmer
Richard Eager-Joe Trum
Friday_ & Saturday 7:00·12:00 p.m.

·Room
•• *

Our People Make Us, Number One

Our anniversary puts
•
anewnametn
your life: Elegante.

Lobo Brad Bryant is tied for
third in the individual
competition with a 143 two day

14 Karat gold Bridal sets with 3 diamonds.
a. Black accents, $395. b. Florentine finish, $395.

Daily Lobo

Sports

Zales Revolving Charge • Zales Custom Charge
BankAmericard • Master Charge
Amer1can Express • layawa~
•

111ustrai10ns (!n,arged

total behind John Adams (141)
and Charles Gibson (142) both of
Arizona State.
Ae tion began early this
morning with the women teeing
off first, Sherry Donovan is
leading after one round by two
strokes with a 7 2.
UNM is 6th in the team
competition with its best finishers
Nancy Romero and Maxann
Shwartz tied for 15th at eight
over par.

Wolfpack, Bison To Race
Over Hills Of East Mesa
By HAROLD SMITH
The Wolfpack long distance
men will race the nationally
. ran ked Colorado Buffalos this
Saturday at 11 a.m., over the
rolling hills of.the East Mesa.
UNM Cross Country Coach
Hugh Hackett said there have been
no- pre·meet time trials, but
"we've been practicing solid for
three weeks."
Hackett said five of the seven
runners had been chosen for the
six-mile grind. El Pasoan Blair
Johnson, who led the Lobos
against Arizona and NMSU on
Sept. 20, will run along With

NW

teammates Mark Bjorkland, Matt 25:32.
Hackett said, "He was one of
Segura, Jay Miller and Ron
Maestas.
o
the best runners in the country,
The last two positions, Hackett but he graduated .
"They have lost two men from
said, have not been . decided.
However, he said, "It will be two last year. Their best runner now is
of three people." He named John probably J.J. Griffin. Roger
Allison, Ken Stalter and 440-yard Hansell is pretty good too."
Concerning the Lobos Hackett
speedster Bob Phippen.
Last year the Boulder Bisons said, "Ronnie Maestas and Jay
beat the Lobos in a quadrangular Miller have really improved, but
meet in Colorado. The final score it's hard to tell in practice· how
was Colorado 18, UNM 46, well they're going to do."
The blue·clad UNM
Colorado Track Club 73 and
Wyoming 88. The five-mile race over·the·h ill gang will start three
was won by AII·American Ted miles north of Montgomery on
Castaneda. Castaneda's time: Tramway Road.

14VING 4 IINB &
CHBBSB TASTING!
Featuring Wines from
Sonamo Vineyards
and Cheeses by Hickory Farms

Fri. 2-6 & Sat. 1-6
•

35 Winrock Center

CLASSIF-IED
ADVERTISING
Rates: lOt per word per clay with a
$1,00 per day D!lnfmum cbanre, "' 6t
per word per day with a 80t per clay
minimum charge for ads published ftve
or more consecutive daya,
Terms : PaYment must be made in full
prior to insertion of advertisement,
Where: Marron Hall, Room 132
or bl/ '1114il
Classified. Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M, 87181
1)

PERSONALS

ROSA'S REMAINS OPEN. Some folks
consider us CHURCH.
10/16
COLLEGE INN RESIDENT Alumni
Homecoming', Saturday night, Oct. 12.
10/11
YOU ARE INVITED to spend Sunday
, afternoon eX]'Iloring the world of HYJJ·
nosis. The NM Assoc. for Ethical Hypnosis presents an interesting demonstra·
tion of Hypnotic techniques on Sunday,
October 13th at 2:00 PM in room 201,
UNM Medical School at BCMC. Open
free to public. Membership will be accepted. For further info, call 268·613~.
10/11
• GSA NEEDS representatives on these
committees: Cultural Comm., Popejoy
Hall Dd., Entrance & Credits, Library
Comm.: ALSO - one Administrative
Assistant. Applications available in GSA
office, rm, 106, SUB.
10/11
NOT PLANNING ON FLUNKING C)ut
but doing it anyWay? Call· AGORA student to student help, 277-3013. 10/11
MASSAGE: Oriental Shiatsu treatment instruction, 266-2776. Men, women, children welcome.
10/11
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP! You
have friends who care at BirtbrfJrht.
tfn
247·9819,
2)

LOST &FOUND

LOST - OCT a, worn yeJiow kP.Y case,
!!'en keys including FORD, 277·5786,
:=:::--:--------=1:.::!0/17
FOUND: WiRE-rimmed glasses, on Yale
Jlnrk, corner of Redondo & Cornell
Identify & claim, Marron Hall, rm. 132:

~-;:;;;;--:'"""':~--::-:::-----=-----:--:---~10/17

LOST: Oct. '1 from Central Methodist
Church parking Jot-basket of prizewinning band-painted china. Reward.
299-4097.
-10/1:4

2) LOST & FOUND

5)

Ji'ORSALE

5)

LLOYD'S QUADRASONIC STEREO, reLOST - .LARGE 4-mo•.old male dog,
ceiver complete with four RoY~ SPeak·
·Black w/white on neck, feet & tail.
ers, 265·6941,
10/17
Carlisle & Coal. No tags. Reward.
Please call 268-6257.
10/16
NEW GUILD si)C atring Maho~ronY body
hardshell case, $250, 266·4218,
10/17
FOUND: MALE BEAGLE PUP. Wyom·
ing and Loa Altos golf course. Call 266·
STEREO THORNES 'l'J>·125, MK II, w/
2909.
10/15
shure SME. V15-type III; MAC, 2100;
p;reamp, JBLSG-520: tuner Sony ST·
FOUND; Introduction to Biblical Hebrew
aor: speakers· JBL Lancer lOl's. $1900
& Hebrew: Berlitz Self Teacher, Call
or make offer, call 293·6434.
10/17
867-6926.
10/14
1959 TR-3 engipe/trans. el(cellcnt-needs
3) SERVICES
interior work, $500, 277-5813, 873·1131.
.
.
10/16
TUTORING BY FORMER college math
Professor-most subjecta-266·9293, 277•
1970 CJIEVELLE MALmU, 2 door, PS, .
5610.
10/1'1,
A/C 307V8, automatic, low mileage,
$1000 or best offer, 255-4888, 277·4637.
DRIVER :NEEDED part-t~e with car,
10/16
for elderly couple. Terms to be arranged.
11)/16
Call 266-6'163.
1969 PLYMOUTH SATELLITE 61,000
mi. P.S., auto, 843·6154.
10/15
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST: IBM carbonribbon. Guaranteed accuracy, Reasonable
1970 CHEVY MALIBU, AC,. Power steerrates. 298-'1147.
10;1t:
ing, low mileage:, 277·5207, 1·988·2050,
... $960.
10/15
TUTORING IN MATH, PHYSICS. Graduate with three years experience: 265GOOD SOFA, $40, c;Japtain's chairs, 292·
7304.
10/11
0895.
.
10/15
5c COPIES, no minimum.• Open 7 :30 SONY TC-127. caijsette deck and TEAC
7:-30 DATACO. 1712 Lomas at UniverAN-60 Dolby s;vstem. 1% yra, ol.d. $150,
sity.
·
10/18 ·
842-9377.
10/14
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION pbotod.
ROSSIGNOL ROC 660's 206 em with
. Lowest prices In town, f ..t, pleaeinsr.
Look/Nevada bindings, 266·6014. 10/11
Near UNM. CaD 266·2444 or come to
1717 Girlll'd N.E.
tfn
GOLD STREET cmcus. Records, tapestries, beads. 1820 Central SE. 243·
CALL NEW MEXICO EDITYPE: fast,
1988.
10/11
accurate typing and/or editi11g, 266·
HEAVY SAND BAG for eith11r boxing or
4667.
.
10/14
karate training. See Gilbert at UNM
5-STRING BANJO LESSONS:- Begin·
Printing Plant.
10/1:1.
ning, advanced. Fraililll!', clawharnmer,
1971
AUSTIN
AMERICA,
Good
running
2 &' 3 finger picking, American, Irish
condition. ExceJJent mileage. Ideal Stu·
fiddle tunes. 836-1877.
10/14
dent car. $960. Hughes, 243-2841, 9-4
FURNISHED STUDIO APARTMENT
or evenings 266-4615, 265.0605. 10/11
new wall to wall carpeting. Stereo:
EXOT.IC BEADS from around the world
dishes Jlots and pans. Quiet couple. No
Turquoise & silver jewelry. The Bead
pets, See ·to appreciate. Call 242-8022
Shaman. Old Town.
. tfn
after 5 :00 PM.,
10/14
OLD
MmAGES,
·
some
20
yean
old.
$1.00
SUPER-FINE 2-bedroom apartment wants
each, room 132, Marron Hall.
tfn
roommate. $95 includes utilities, 299· ·
0362.
10/16
STEREO READ PHONES J4,95, 6 foot
ClQrd, eoft ear· pads. United FrefJrht
2 APT· (DUPLEX) $76 each. Needs
Sales. 8920 San Mateo NE.
tf~
some fix-up, will BSBist. Lomas and
·Louisiana. Call Hal, 266-3697.
10/11
FURNISHED APARTMENT, $135·$145
Utilities paid. See owner, 123 Girard
SE.
10/14
MIDNIGHT SPECIAL, Ryder ovemiiht
sleep tomorrow, '166·Ull.
tfn
FURNISHED
APARTMENTS.
AAA
. Apartmentll. One, two, and three room.
V e7:7 elesn, near UniYenity and north
west. 242-7814, 2'7-1006, 242-1871. tf~

-.

FORSALE

20 PORTABLE TV's $30460. 441 W:vom·
ing NE, 255-6987,
10/23
BACKPACKF.lRS - Come lnipect New ~tAr::
Mexico's moat complete aelectlon of
equipment at B A C K COUNTRY
·sPORTS, 2421 San Pedro NE. 266·8118,
tfn
CUSTOM GOLD wedding & dinner rings
by Charlie Romero, 268·8896.
12/6
BICYCLES: Lowest J;lrices on Gltane and
other fine European Bicycles. Over 100
in stock, $76 to $500. ·WORLD CHAMPION BICYCLES, 2122 Coal Pl. SE,
four blocks. from UNM. 848-9378.
ttn
KINGSIZE W ATERBEDS, $29.96, · com·
plete systems, $59,95, heaters, $27,60.
Water Trips, 3407 Centl'al NE. Across
(rom Arbies. 268-8455.
tfn
OLD MIMGES 1968 through 1970. $1.00
each, room 132, Marron Hall.
tfn ·

6)

~MPLOYMENT

CAN YOU HELP me in Psychology 102?
~eed notes. 256-0449,
· 10/17
CAMPUS REPS NEEDED to Dlerchandise
excellent line of locally produced apeak·
crs. Good commission & sal!!$ incentive,
10/14
call 821-7910, 292-1868.

Friendly Flower Shop

7) MISCELLANEOUS
WANTED LADY POOL .players for the
second go-round !Lt Rosa's.
10/16
ORCA PRESENTS Flea Market Re-~
Oct. 16. Apply at SUB rm.· 248, 10/16
SCRIPTURE READING, pruen 101181
daily '1 PM, 426 Unlveralty NE, 'Canter!
bury Chapel.
··-· .1_9/14

If you saw, .
what she~s seeing
you'd see •••
Asatanically
funny movie.
i1

True American Slzop
ne~t to Deli- Cit)',
Dartmouth & Central.
Give a . blant a. J!ood /zQme
r ****~****~*****•

*

-Jay Cocks, Time Magazine

LOBO Opticians

We polish contact lenses.

2318 Centr•l SE
288-4708

Cla•sifi•d•
•
Da ~th• Trick

HOUSEPARENTS FOR TREATMENT,~~~~~~~~~~~~·~~
group home for teenagers. No children. n
. Experience & references. $600. Partti~e school or work ok. 345·3671 weekdays 9.5.
10/1'1
Albuquerque Floral Design
PART-TIME JOB, graduate students only,
School
Afternoo11s & evenings, Must be able to
work Friday & Saturday nisrhts. Must be
We
specialize
in green·
··over 21 years old. App)y in .l)erson, no
' phone calls please. Save Way Liquor
plants
and
macrame.
store, 5704 Lomas NE and 6516 l'tleilaul
3424 Central S.E. 266-9296 ·
NE.
10/10

lr**1/::e*lt:n"'f"S~~!ftf!t·

acroaa from
Yale Park
For glasses
LOUIE LOBO SAYS:
TRY OUR
F PACK PRIDE.

Lab a

J__
· · - DF
. MYSIERIES
THE ORGANISM

Covered

""'agon
IMrtkl!!rs

U.N.M. STUDENT UNION
THEATRE 277-2031

fRf.?-141®
U.N.M. STUDENT UNION
THEATRE 277·2031

of-Hond Mode Indian
OLD TOWN

...

Ne\NMexica
DailyLaba

Want Ads say It
In a Big Wayll

Classified Advertising Rates.
1Oc per word, $1.00 minimum charge
5 or more consecutive insertions
with no copy changes,.
6c per word per day.
60c per day minimum charge
Terms

Cash in advance

UNM ·p.o. Box 20, University of New Mexico, "
Albuquerque, New Mexico· 87131

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New. Mexico Daily Lobo
times beginning
; under the heading (circle one): 1.
Personals; 2. Lost & i=ound; 3. Services;_ 4. For Rent; 5. For Sale;· 6. Employment;
7. Miscellaneo!Js.

